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The quantity “guideposts” for the summer are as follows (see the first chart):
The use of the o/n RRP facility will get to at least $1.3 trillion by September as
QE progresses at $120 billion per month and TGA balances fall to $450 billion
due to the debt ceiling. Banks will “deflect” reserves from QE into the facility,
while money funds will reinvest the proceeds from maturing bills into the facility.
This means that the use of the RRP facility will get to levels where TGA balances
were at the beginning of the year – close to $1.5 trillion – and so what we’re
looking at here is just a gigantic rotation in who will “warehouse” excess cash:
Treasury will warehouse less in the TGA, and money funds more in the RRP facility.
No market themes so far. Congress provided collateral (bills), and the debt ceiling
hath taken it away; praised be the RRP facility for giving collateral another way.
Collateral traded around 5 bps last year, crashed to zero bps this spring, and is
now back around 5 bps once again. The price “guideposts” for the summer are:
If bill yields settle below 5 bps – that is, below the rate on the RRP facility –
money funds will source collateral through the facility, not at bill auctions, and
bills will be bought by others by spending non-operating deposits (see here).
If bills yields settle above 5 bps – that is, above the rate on the RRP facility –
money funds will keep buying bills, as they yield better than RRPs with the Fed,
and non-operating deposits will stay put. We are not trying to be facetious,
but collateral should trade near 5 bps this summer, at times above, at times below,
but never too far. Sterilization will be strongest when bills trade just below 5 bps,
and go away when bills trade just above 5 bps. Think of the inner workings of a
toilet tank – if the water gets to a certain level, water stops coming into the tank,
and if the water does not get to the required level, the water keeps running…
If reserves in the banking system fall to $3.50 trillion (see the thick green line),
we’ll know that sterilization is on. Sterilization can be $400 billion at most
(see here), and will mostly hit the deposit base of two banks (see here).
If sterilization happens, it will be less of a funding market “issue” and more of a
long-term rates “issue” – any funding market issue will involve mostly FX swaps,
but there is plenty of excess cash to fill a vacuum that J.P. Morgan might leave,
not to mention Wells Fargo’s portfolio (see here); finding someone to substitute
Bank of America’s presence in Treasury and MBS markets is more complicated.
Worry about these once the use of the RRP facility is north of $1.3 trillion and
if reserve balances in the banking system get down to $3.50 trillion. Even then,
we are looking at transitioning from one marginal lender/buyer to another – a
transition that should be smooth, but maybe not. None of this is worth much in
terms of FRA-OIS. Let’s move on. The next thing to crack is the year-end turn.
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